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Gibsy - first let me say, excellent choice in guitars. although I'm a Tele guy myself, I still love those LP's!
Second - I would encourage you to check out the Orvis lines. In the interest of full disclosure I do work for Orvis
but I don't BS people. This is one of our products I really get behind because, like many of us, I often wondered
if I could tell the difference in lines from different companies and at various price points.
Truth is you can.
But here is what I got from all the lines I have bought and tried. You can find a line that will get the job done
almost anywhere. You don't have to go big dollar to get a good line.
Here is what our line does better than others:
Hydros 3d Trout is great because it mends and shoots better than any other line I have tried. It has zero
memory. The 3d texturing lets you roll cast a mile. And the IS (integrated slickness) really lets this line fly. For
long range casts this is my choice.
The Hydros Superfine is what I use on my short rod (7'9" 5wt far and fine). Reason I like the superfine for this is
because it's durable. this is my everyday local rig and it sees a lot of use. It gets drug on rocks and stepped on
and still casts like new. I like the Superfine line because I think not having the 3D and IS allows it to have just
the right amount of friction to load my rod perfectly for those small stream, tight roll casts we so often find
ourselves having to make.
so there you have it. I had SA trout mastery and GPX textured and I sold them after I tried our lines. My good
friend has Air Flo PVC? and it was alright. I've had 444 and 555 and 333, all great lines and for the most part
they are just fine for most the fishing any of us do. I'm just really nerdy about this and since my job allows me
the opportunity to try expensive line on the cheap I figure I should't miss the chance.
Hope that helped!

